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Anycubic Vyper conversion to uart driven TMC2209 drivers 
 
This document details the changes that can be made to the Anycubic Vyper main board v0.0.6 to add uart 
communications to the TMC2209 stepper drivers. This is v2 of the document which adds an optional serial 
connection to the extruder E0 driver. 
 
This allows the settings of the stepper drivers to be changed such as driver current to allow cooler 
operation of the drivers, mode changes to give quieter or quicker operation and diagnostic information.  
 
It may work on the v0.0.5 main board but this has not been tested.  
 
The changes require reasonably easy hardware modification of the main board and altered firmware based 
upon Anycubic Vyper release 2.4.5 (as of November 2021). 
 
Warnings:  

1. All responsibility and risk lie with the user performing this update, I will answer queries on the 
Anycubic Vyper facebook group but any hardware problems following this update are to be solved 
yourself, it is very difficult to diagnose hardware problems remotely. It is possible to return to the 
previous state by reversing the steps in this document and re-flashing the main board with firmware 
that does not have the TMC drivers in serial mode, either one of my releases or the stock Anycubic 
Vyper firmware. 

2. This is not for the novice user; it requires soldering skills especially at 0603 level of component size. 
3. Also once converted it will not run the standard/stock firmware very well, since the step sizes for 

the steppers will all be different, without reverting the hardware changes.  
4. Any new features/displays that Anycubic may add to the printer firmware in future releases will not 

be available to use until Anycubic release the sources for their changes, this can be several weeks 
following the firmware release. 

5. The serial port reserved for the WiFi module is being used by this modification so WiFi will not be 
available in the future following this update. 

6. The hardware modifications are not supported by or endorsed by Anycubic and they accept no 
responsibility or liability for them. 
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Step 
1.  Connect a terminal program such as Pronterface, Octopi or some other serial program to the USB 

connection. Enter M503 and copy the values listed. Updating the printer will erase the settings and 
replace them with defaults, they will have to be entered again following the update. Now remove 
power from the printer. Open bottom main board fan cover panel (3 screws) and remove fan 
connector from the board. Place the panel to one side. 

2.  Take a picture of the mainboard and where connectors are attached so you can place them back 
aafter the modification. Remove the connectors from main board. 

3.  Remove 4 screws holding main board and carefully remove mainboard from printer. 
4.  Find resistors R46 and R53 found in the WiFi module area of the mainboard: 
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5.  Add a 1k resistor between the ends of resistors R46 and R53 found in the WiFi module area of the 
mainboard. Either 0603 or 0805 size should fit (0805 shown): 

 
 

6.  Remove the following resistors around the drivers, R104, R105 from ZR driver as shown before and 
after: 

  
 

7.  Remove resistor R81 from ZL driver: 
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8.  Remove resistor R69 from Y driver: 

  
 

9.  Add fine wire from the added 1k resistor at junction with R46, I have used enamelled copper wire 
since solder junctions can be added along the length of the wire by scraping at the enamel coating 
and adding solder. Trying to add two ends of wire at the end of a resistor can be frustrating and 
possibly damage the resistor/board: 

 
 

10.  Add junction to wire at R113 at X driver: 
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11.  Add junction to wire at R31 at Y driver: 

 
 

12.  Add junction to wire at R72 at ZL driver: 

 
13. Terminate wire at R96 at ZR driver: 
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14.  Wire should now run across board like this and connects a hardware uart to the X, Y, Z and Z2 
drivers: 
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15.  Check all connections are good and there are no shorts. Kapton tape can be used to hold the wire 
down if required. 

 
 

16.  [Optional] To add the E0 connection add a 1k resistor between the pads of R4 and R5 close to the 
USB connector: 

 
 

17. [Optional] Add a wire from the R4 pad connection as shown above. 
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18. [Optional] Connect the end of the wire to the end of R83 at E0 stepper controller. Remove the two 
resistors R91 and R92 just above the wire connection: 

 
 

19. [Optional] The wire should cross the board like this: 

 
 

20. [Optional] Check all connections are good and there are no shorts. This connects a software uart to 
the E0 stepper controller. 

 
21.  Carefully re-mount the main board to the chassis with the four screws. 

 
22.  Re-make all the connections referring to the original picture to ensure connections are correct. 

 
23.  Connect the fan and re-mount the fan cover to the chassis with 3 screws. 

 
24.  Add the modified Anycubic Vyper TMC2209 firmware, at this time (November 2021) it is named 

main_board_20211108_2.4.5p2_la_TE_erase_eeprom.bin for all TMC drivers including E0 or 
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main_board_20210923_2.4.5p2_la_T_erase_eeprom.bin if the optional E0 connection has not 
been made, to the root of an SD card and insert into the SD card slot on the main board. 

 
25.  Power on the printer. After a few seconds the led should light on the print head, the display should 

show an animation but there will be no normal start up beeps. After a few more seconds there 
should be five short beeps and the led will go out on the print head. The update has finished. 
Remove the SD card and power off the printer. 

 
26.  Power on the printer again. This time there should be the animation on the display along with the 

normal start up beeps/tune. 
 

27. Connect a terminal again and enter the values for the steps, M92 step values, feedrates, M203, PID 
settings M301, M304, and any other settings you want to keep such as bed level values as given by 
G29 lines if you are not going to re-level the bed. You should see some new values too such as M906, 
M569, M900, M425, etc. for some of the new enabled features and TMC driver support. 

 
Example: 
SENDING:M503 
echo:  G21    ; Units in mm (mm) 
echo:; Filament settings: Disabled 
echo:  M200 S0 D1.75 
echo:; Steps per unit: 
echo: M92 X79.96 Y100.02 Z399.88 E424.20 
echo:; Maximum feedrates (units/s): 
echo:  M203 X300.00 Y300.00 Z40.00 E80.00 
echo:; Maximum Acceleration (units/s2): 
echo:  M201 X1500.00 Y1000.00 Z50.00 E3000.00 
echo:; Acceleration (units/s2): P<print_accel> R<retract_accel> T<travel_accel> 
echo:  M204 P800.00 R1000.00 T1000.00 
echo:; Advanced: B<min_segment_time_us> S<min_feedrate> T<min_travel_feedrate> J<junc_dev> 
echo:  M205 B20000.00 S0.00 T0.00 J0.02 
echo:; Home offset: 
echo:  M206 X0.00 Y0.00 Z0.00 
echo:; Auto Bed Leveling: 
echo:  M420 S1 
echo:  G29 W I0 J0 Z-6.34695 
echo:  G29 W I1 J0 Z-6.47346 
echo:  G29 W I2 J0 Z-6.62750 
echo:  G29 W I3 J0 Z-5.71473 
echo:  G29 W I0 J1 Z-6.18189 
echo:  G29 W I1 J1 Z-6.64149 
echo:  G29 W I2 J1 Z-6.31291 
echo:  G29 W I3 J1 Z-6.31640 
echo:  G29 W I0 J2 Z-6.29491 
echo:  G29 W I1 J2 Z-6.32691 
echo:  G29 W I2 J2 Z-6.41343 
echo:  G29 W I3 J2 Z-5.84628 
echo:  G29 W I0 J3 Z-6.06034 
echo:  G29 W I1 J3 Z-6.29891 
echo:  G29 W I2 J3 Z-6.48445 
echo:  G29 W I3 J3 Z-5.96183 
echo:; Endstop adjustment: 
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echo:  M666 Z0.00 
echo:; PID settings: 
echo:  M301 P28.61 I2.65 D77.25 
echo:  M304 P162.66 I32.02 D550.87 
echo:; Power-Loss Recovery: 
echo:  M413 S1 
echo:; Z-Probe Offset (mm): 
echo:  M851 X0 Y0 Z0.00 
echo:; Stepper driver current: 
echo:  M906 X800 Y800 Z800 
echo:  M906 I1 Z800 
echo:; Driver stepping mode: 
echo:  M569 S1 X Y Z 
echo:  M569 S1 I1 Z 
echo:; Linear Advance: 
echo:  M900 K0.55 
echo:; Filament load/unload lengths: 
echo:  M603 L270.00 U600.00 
echo:; Backlash compensation: 
echo:  M425 F0.00 X0.00 Y0.00 Z0.00 
echo:; Filament runout sensor: 
echo:  M412 S1 
 

28.  Check out the changes document for the firmware to see which features have been enabled, start 
playing with the values and enjoy quieter printing (if you have changed the fan that is)! 

 
29.  It is possible to return to the previous state by reverting the changes detailed in this document, i.e. 

removing the wire(s), removing the added resistor(s), adding the removed resistors (they are all 10k) 
and re-flashing firmware that does not support TMC uart connections, i.e. 

 
main_board_20210923_2.4.5p2_la_erase_eeprom.bin to have linear advance and junction deviation 
 
main_board_20210923_2.4.5p2_erase_eeprom.bin to have no linear advance but keep other changes 
 
main_board_20210902_viper_v2.4.5.bin for stock Anycubic firmware. 
 
All are available from the Anycubic Vyper facebook group page 
(https://www.facebook.com/groups/anycubicvyper ) in the files section. 
 


